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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study is to compare the vocabulary 
of twenty widely used popular children's books published 
by Simon and Schuster Company with the voca bulary of the 
Curriculum Foundation Series.
1
/ 
The following study has a twofold aim: 
l~ To determine what percentage of words in-
eluded in these books are in the vocabulary of the Curricu-
lum Foundation Series. 
2. . To determine t h e level on which these bool{ s 
should be p lace from pre-primer through second reader. 
JUSTIFICATION 
According to Uhl, 2/ aimless reading of numerous book s, 
1 
II haphazardly assembled may p rove d iscouraging and 11 
confusing to average pup ils. And although no classroom is
1 
comp lete without its library shel f, these book s with their 
attractive pictures but meager texts are seldom edited 
with a view to vocabulary correlation with the basal 
texts. 
1/William s. Gray and others, Basic Readers; 
Curriculum Foundation Series. (New York; Scott,Foresman 
and Company, 1946-47). 
Reading," Thirty-
Publishing 
I 
CHAPTER II 
SUMW!A.RY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
As defined by Gray1 / reading involves, 
"••• the recognition of the :tmportant 
elements of meaning in their essential 
relation including accuracy and 
thoroughness in comprehension." 
This definition involves thorough mastery of word 
I recognition and attaches major importance to obtaining 
!1 basic meaning s and thoughts. There are many unique 
I 
!! characteristics possessed by reading . It utilizes printed 
1 or wri tt e d words as 
1: Uhl 2/believes that II 
symbols of meaning. Because of. this, 
the making of books for young children 
is a serious problem for many people today. Never before 
has it engaged such serious attention in the education field. 
The publishing of books for young children poses a 
most serious problem in vocabulary. The modern pre-primer 
11 contains about sixty words, while primers that build upon 
pre-prime rs have about one hundred fifty to two hundred 
i new words. The first, second and third readers carry out 
this p rimciple in increasing degrees of difficulty. Today 
there is, in the better primary books, ah integration from 
,j book to book. 
· -
1/William S. Gray, "The Natures and Types of Reading," 
, Thirty-Sixth Yearbook, 1937, Part I, Public School Publish-
ing Company, Blooming ton, Illinois, pp.23-38. 
2/Willis L. Uhl, op. cit., p. 223. 
I 
IJ 
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VOCL\.BULARYj STUDIES 
Word Lists 
There are available a number of vocabulary studies 
representing the results of word counts totaling millions 
of words. These lists have been extensively used by writers 1 
of books for children. They have been very helpful in en-
couraging the simplification of vocabulary in children's 
books and in bringing about a greater agreement on the 
words that should form the core vocabulary of basal readers , 
and other school books. 
Speaking Vocabularies 
Tb.e most frequent twenty-five hundred words known to 
children before entering the first grade are contained in 
1/ 
the Kindergarten Union List. The words were selected from 
,, 
I 
the spoken vocabulary of pre-school children 
situations, reactions to pictures and home. 
I 
in kindergarten 11 
This is 
probably the most widely used list in beginning reading. 
1/ International Kindergarten Union, Child Study 
Committee, A Study of the Vocabulary of Children b~fore 
Entering First Grade, (Washington, D. c., Internat1onal 
Kindergarten Union, 1928). 
The results of eleven careful investigations were 
1/ 
analyzed by Buckingham and Dolch. .A list of Ten thousand 
words was compiled and given grade placement according to 
/children's usage which had been determined by one or more stud-
lies. 
The spontaneous chatter of eighty-three children be-
tween the ages of two to five while at play was studies, and in 
2/ 
1926 Madorah Smith reported the results. The number of words · 
were counted and tabulated according to the frequency of the 
various parts of speech. The listing however, is not complete, 
with only the sixty-seven words that had a frequency of more 
1
than one hundred words being given in the final analysis. 
I 
I 
I 
In a nursery school environment with children ranging 
31 
Jin age from two to five years of age, Hodgkins, in 1947, tabu-
llated the spontanepus speaking of groups of children. 
I 
1
------=1-/,_....B-....... P-.--=B-u-ckingham and E. W. Dolch, A Combined Word List 9 
1
(Boston:-Ginn and Company. 1936) 185 pp. -
I 
I 2/ Madorah E. Smith, uAn Investigation E>f the Develop-
ment of the Sentence and the Extent of Vocabulary in Young 
Children," Studies 1.!! Child Welfare,Vol. lll. No._2,~ City, 
State University of Iowa, May 15, 192b: 
I -
1 .3./A. M. M.Hodgkins, The Spontaneous §:Qeaking Vocabulary: 
of ~ Hundred Sixty-two Two to Five Year Old Children in g 
NUrsery Cb.ildren·.Boston, Bo s ton University <Master's Thesis), 
1947, 101 p. 
II 
Writing Vocabularies One of the first studies con-
cerned with the writing vocabularies of children was 
1/ 
reported in 1915 by Jones. His list was taken from words 
used in the themes of children in grades two to eight in-
clusive. Their themes were written on assigned subjects 
that were planned to cover their fields of experiences. 
2/ 
Tidyman formulated a vocabulary list from the spon-
taneous compositions of children in grades three and four. 
A list of ten thousand words most commonly used in 
. 31 
adult writing was compiled by Horn. It is based on five 
million, one hundred thirty-seven thousand running words, 
exclusive of proper nouns. 
Contributing also to the study of writing vocabularies 
4/ 
was Rinsland. The basis of his list was the writings of 
!~F. Jones, Concrete Investigations of the Materials 
of English and Spelling. University of South Dakota, Decem-
1 ber 1931, 31 p. 
g/ W. F. Tidyman , A Study of the Writing Vocabularies 
of Public School Children in Connecticut. United States 
Bureau of Education, Teachers Leaflets, No.l5. Nov. 1921. 
3./ Ernest Horn, A Basic Writing Vocabulary , Iowa College 
of Education, State Universityof Iowa, April 1, 1926, 225 pp. 
4/ H. D. Rinsland, ! Basic Vocabular~ of Elementary 
School Children. «~he Macmillan Company, New York, 1945,J636 P· j 
'I 
II 
children from grades one through eight comprising 
approximately six million running words. The resulting 
list of fourteen thousand, five hundred seventy-one words 
included only those which occurred three or more times at 
a given grade level. Two types of data were presented; 
the frequency of occurrence in the sampling and an index 
of the relative frequency of use. 
I 
I 
Reading Vocabularies Vocabularies of readers have 
been widely studied due chiefly to the marked significance 
of the vocabulary problem s present during the early periods 
1, of learning to read. Most of the studies aim to determine 
the number and frequency of the words used. Some of them, 
il however, have used the list as a basis for building a core 
vocabulary. 
I 
Thorndike's1 /investigations serve as a criteria for 
other studies because of its' extensiveness. He made his 
selection of words from literature f or children, classics, 
textbooks, newspapers, magazines, corresp ondence, reference 
1 
and technical books. Each word is rated in terms of f.re-
quency but the words remain ungraded. 
In 1926, Gates
2
/compiled a list oi' f our thousand three ' 
hundred words using two thousand five hundred of the 
:j commonest words from Thorndike _ 1 s list, two thousand five 
hundred words of hig._"le st frequency that were not in Thorn-
dike's list, selections i'rom Packer 1 s 3/vocgbulary and 
Horn 1 s 4/list. 
1/E. L. Thorndike, A Teacher's,Word Bo~ (New York; 
Bureau of Publications , Teachers College, Columbia, 1931). 
2/Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary For the 
!I Primary · Grades. (Wew York : Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
II Colleg e, Columbia, 1935). 
3/J . L. Packer, 11 The Vocabulary of Ten First Readers," " 
Twentieth Yearbook, 1921, Part II, Public School Publishing 
Company , Blooming ton, Illinois , pp .l27-144 . 
4 / Ernest Horn . 225 . 
The criteria used to appraise each word was utility, inter-
est and difficulty. The resulting list totaled one thousand 
five hundred words and was constructed primarily as a 
source for use in teaching reading in the primary grades. 
Pre-Primer One of the first studies on the pre-primer 
1/ 
level was made by Gross, who in 1934 made a study of the 
vocabularies of ten pre-primers published between 1927 and 
1932. Her tabulation shows eight thousand, eight hundred 
thirty-one words and only three hundred ninety-three 
different words. Of this number two hundred thirty-eight 
appeared four or more times in the total count. 
The results of a similar study using fifteen pre-primers 
published between 1933 and 1936 was reported in 1937 by 
2/ 
Hayward and Ordway. It may indicate a lessening of the 
, vocabulary lead at this level. This study also revealed 
that only three words were used in all fifteen books and 
only eighteen were used in ten or more books. This indi-
cates a wide diversity in the vocabulary at this level. 
-----------------
1/ Aline E. Gross, 11 A Pre-Primer Vocabulary Study," 
, g_±em.§!i~ary Sc_hgol Jog~ga l, Vol.35, September 1934, pp.48-·56. 
2/ w. G. Hayward and N. M. Ordway,"Vocabularies of · 
Recently Published Pre-Primers, 11 Elementary .School J..Q!!;;:gal, 
Vol. 37, Apri l 1937, pp.608-617. 
1// 
Curtis reports the results in 1938 of a study of 
twelve pre-primers and found a total of eleven thousand, 
nine hundred fourteen running words and only two hundred 
fourteen different words. 
In 1941, the results of a study of twenty pre-primers 
2/ 
published from 1931 to 1940 inclusive was reported by Stone. 
The results reveal a wide range of vocabulary. His tabula-
tion revealed three hundred ninety five different words 
appearing and not one word appearing in all twenty pre-
primers; one hundred eighty-six words appear in only one book; 
fifty four words appear in only two books and twenty-seven 
words in only three books. Stone also listed the one hundred 
words found to be most important. 
31 
Langston also made a report in 1941 of ten pre-primer 
reading programs, which included twelve pre-primers in all. 
These books were published between 19.).31. and 1940. The total 
number of running words was ten thousand,seven hundred forty-
nine with three hundred six different words. 
· 1/ H • . A. Curtis, 11 Wide Reading for Beginners," Journal 
of Educational Research, Vol.32, December 1939, p.255-262. 
gj C. R. Stone, 11 The Vocabulary of Twenty Pre-Primers, 11 • 
Elementary School Journal, Vol. 41, February 1941, p.423-429 • 
.31 R. A. Langston, uA Core Vocabulary for Pre-Primer 
' Reading, "Elementary School Journal, Vol. 41, June 1941, j 
p.766-773. 
'I 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
In their study of thirty-three primers, Hockett 
1/ 
and Neeley, in 1936, found the total number of different 
words was one thousand, seven hundred thirteen. Of 
these six hundred appeared in only one book, one thous-
and , seventy-seven appeared in three books or less and 
only twenty-five words were common to the thirty-three 
books. 
From their study, Hocke t t and Neeley f elt that 
supplementary primers can be selected on the basis of 
the number of new words encountered in the second which 
are not found in the basal reader. 
After analyzing six primers published between 1929 
2/ 
and 1939, Hockett, in 1938 reported the average length of 
the six primers included was five thousand, two hundred 
seventy-nine words. 
1/ J .A. Hockett and D. P. Neeley, 11 Comparison of 
the VocabuJ_aries of Thirty-Thr ee Primers," Elementary 
School Journal, Vol. 37, Dec. 1936, p.l90-202. 
2/ J.A. Hockett, 11 The Vocabularies of Recent Primers 
and First Readers, 11 Elementau School Journal, Vol.39, 
Oct. 1938, p.ll2-ll5. 
/d. 
.A combined study of pre-primers and primers was 
1/ 
reported in 1938 by Rudisill • The vocabulary of the pre-
primers varied from two hundred to four hundred twenty-
nine different words. Evidence of the trend toward mini-
mizing the vocabulary led in individual books and the wide 
diversity of words found in various books was in this 
study. 
Pri~ One of the earliest studies of this level 
2/ 
was conducted by Selke and Selke in 1922. It consisted 
in the tabulation of the frequencies of words used in 
twelve primers. One thousand, six hundred thirty-six 
running words were totaled. Of these thirty-eight were 
found in all twelve books; · seven hundred thirty-eight 
were found in only one book·. Evidence that books of the 
primer level differ widely in the number of words included 
and in the selection of words can be seen from the results 
of this study. 
Another study to substantiate this assumption was re-
ported in 1927. At that time another study of primers 
1/ Mabel Rudisill, "Selection of Pre-Primers and Primers 
A Vocabulary ~nalysis 1, El~!Q~Qtary School Journal, Vol. 38 , 
May 1938, p.683-693. 
2/ E. Selke and G.A. Selke, "A Study Of the vocabu-
laries of Beginning Books in 'twelve Reading Methods , 11 · 
Elementary School Journal, Vol.22 June 1922, p.745-749. 
1/. 
was undertaken by Rankin • This study revealed that the 
amount of drill and repetition ~f words varied widely and 
the introduction of words differed greatly. There se emed 
to be no difinite plan as to choice and use of vocabulary. 
2/ 
.A later study by Selke and Selke, reported in 1930 
the comparison of twelve primers published between 1925 
and 1929 with twelve reported in the 1922 study. The data 
indicated a tendency to introduce fewer words in each books, 
with ten books having less than four hundred different 
words while in the previous study only six books had less 
than that number. The total number of words represented 
a decrease of twenty-six percent. 
31 
In 1931, Harring, studied fifteen primers and found a 
total of one thousand, two hundred sixty different words. 
Five hundred thirty-eight of these words appear in only 
I· one book and thirty-four appear in all books. Compare 
this with earlier studies it clearly indicates a lessen-
ing of the vocabulary load. 
--17 H.I. Rankin,uA Study of the Recurrence of Words in 
Certain Primers,u Elementary School Journal,Vol.28,Decem~ 
ber 1927, pp.278~285. 
g/ E.Selke, r•A Comparative Study of the Vocabularies 
of Twelve Beginning Books in Reading,u Journal of Education-
~ Research, Vol.22, December 1930, pp. 369-374. 
J/ Sidney Harring,"What Primer Should I Use Next,u 
Elementary School Journal Vol 32, Nov. 1931, pp.207-213. 
First Readers As in the investigations of pre-
primers and primers, studies of the vocabularies of 
first readers indicate a wide range in vocabulary and the 
relative infrequency with which many of the words ap pear. 
Convincing evidence of this was reported in 1921, when 
1/ 
Packer reported and analysis of the vocabularies of ten 
first readers published before 1918. The total number 
of words was three thousand, five hundred forty-one 
running words, with two thousand,forty-eight appearing 
four times or less and t wo thousand, five hundred sixty-
two occurring less than ten times. 
I 
a study of twenty books, ten primers and ten first 
2/ 
readers wa s made in 1930 by Wheeler and Howell: The 
twenty books had a combined vocabulary of two thousand, 
two hundred nineteen; the ten primers having a total 
vocabulary of one thousand, one hundred thirty-nine words 
and the first readers having a vocabular y of two thousand, 
sixty-one words. 
1/ J. 1. Packer, "The Vocabularies of Ten First 
Readers," R~J2Qrt of the Society's Committee .Qn Silent 
Reading ~~ Twentieth Yearbook of tb.e National Society 
for tb.e Stilds of Education, 192i., Part ll, Public 
School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 
pp . 127-144 
2/ H. E. Wheeler and E. A. Howell, "A First Grade 
Vocabulary study,"Elementarx School Jou_!:nal Vol. 31 
Sept. 1930, pp. 52=bO. 
Jl.-_ 
- -
---
I lj I 
.An.other study of first readers by Hockett and Neeley "' 
in 1937, shows the tendency to reduce the vocabulary burden, 
They analyzed twenty-eight first readers published from 1924 
to 1930. It was found that eight hundred different words 
appeered, which is only four fifths of the number reported 
by Packer2/ for ten first re~ders. 
Second Reader On the second reader level, Housh3/ 
in 1918 , tabulated the words of ten second readers to deter-
mine their range and frequencyt He found that the number of 
different words in a reader varied from one thousand , one 
hundred ninety-eight to one thousand, nine hundred ten with 
only four hundred nineteen common to all of the ten readers. 
Housh also found a large percentage of the words in each book 
appear only one, two or three times. 
4/. . t In 1935, Stone 1nvest1ga ed the new words in sixteen 
second readers published from 1923 to 1932. There were three 
1 thousand, two hlindred different words listed and only one 
thousand, two hundred seventy-six words were found in more 
than three books. 
1/J. A. Hockett and N. G. Neeley, 11 VocabuJ:§,ries of 
Twenty First Readers, 11 Elementary School 'Journal, Vol.37, 
Jan. 1937, pp.344-352. · · · · 
2/ Packer, op •. cit., ~p. 127-144. 
3/ E. T. Housh, 11An A;alysis of the Vocabularies · o:r 
Second Year Books," Seventeenth Yearbook 1918 Part I 
Public School Publishing Company Bloomi~gton 1 Illl"n ·' pp.40-45. ' ' Ols, 
Ten 
4/ C. R. Stone, "The Second Grade .Reading V6cabular · " El~mentary School Journal, Vol. 35, Jan. 1935, pp.359-367:' 
- ...=:::-~-=-
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CHAPTER 111 
Plan of the Study 
The purpose of the study was to compare the vocabu-
lary of twenty popular children's books with the vocabulary 
of the basal readers published by Scott, Foresman and co., 
New York. 
The two fold aim of the study was:-
1. To determine what percentage of the words 
included in these books are in the basal vocabulary of the 
1/ 
Curriculum Foundation Series. 
2. To determine the level on which these 
books should be placed from pre-primer through second 
reader, on the basis of the above vocabulary. 
The children's books were chosen at random from those 
which had been brought in by the children in the writer's 
room. The reason for cb.oo~ 1ng tb,em in tJ:lis ~manner was 
that no information was available concerning the most wide-
ly read or purchased of these books. Therefore it was 
decided to choose them from among those which had been 
bought for children. 
In order to compile the vocabulary from the twenty 
books which is surprisingly varied, a system of card filing 
was devised. The vocabulary of the first book was recorded 
arranged alphabetically, and then each word printed 
.J:/WilliamS.Gray and others, Basic Readers;Curriculum 
at~on Series (New York: Scott,Foresman and Company 
47). 
n 
==Tl==~================================= 
on tne top of a card, with the number one written beneath. 
This was to indicate that eacb of these words appeared 
in the first book. Subsequently, the vocabulary of the 
second book was recorded and arranged alphabetically. 
Each of the words from the first book which appeared in 
the second book received a number two on the word card. 
This was to indicate it was found in book two also. Any 
word from the second book not having appeared in the 
first was recorded on a new card with the number two. 
This process was continued with each additional book, 
the vocabulary ever increasing. After totaling the vocab-
ulary there were approximately two thousand different 
cards, each representing one word. 
Upon completion of this it was necessary to go through 
the entire file and take out all the cards marked one. 
Each card was checked against the master list of the 
1/ 
Curriculum Foundation Series. This list gives each word 
found in this series, the grade level of the word and the 
page in the book where it first appears. If a word was 
found in the master list, the grade level was indicated 
by appropriate notation on the upper right corner of the 
card. These cards were then sorted according to grade 
level,. :arrom tb.ls the data for Table 5 was tabulated,. 
This process was followed for each of the books to be 
compa£ed ~ W1!~~-s~~y~nd others Basic Readers; Cur 
culum.- oundation Series(New York:S~ott,Foresman & Co., 
CHAPTER: IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
vV11.en all the cards were filed, with the proper notation 
for grade and individual placement marked, the results were 
tabulated. 
Each card, appearing in the entire file which had a 
number one was removed and sorted b y grade placement of the 
word. Thus, the informat.ion as to the number of words which 
were the basal vocabulary of the Curriculum Fom1dation Series 
from Pre-Primer through Sixth Reader was obtained for book 
one. Tne percentag of the words at each level wa s also found. 
This method was continued for each of the twenty books used 
in the study. From this, the data for Tables V-VI was 
tabulated. 
~====~====-~~-==-====~~======·=·~-=-==-~========================================~F=====~-=-==-
TABLE I 
N.A.M.ES TO BE COMPARED WITH B.AS.AL READERS 
N Au or 
1. Brave Cowboy 
Bill, Kathryn and Byron Jackson, Simon & Schuster 
• Guess Who 
Lives Here, 
• The Saggy Baggy 
Louise Woodcock, Simon & Schuster 
Elephant , Kathryn and Byron Jackson,Simon & Schuster 
• The Big Brown 
Bear, George Duplaix, Simon & Schuster 
• Katie, the 
Kitten, 
• Busy Timmy, 
Kathryn and Byron Jackson,Simon & Schuster 
Kathryn and Byron Jackson,Simon & Schuster 
• Howdy Doody's 
Circus, Edward Keane, 
• The Three 
Bears Retold by Jane Werner 
• When I Grow 
Up Kay and Harry Mace, 
· • The Happy Man 
and His Dump Truck 
.Alice i n Wonderland 
(Meets The White 
Miry am 
Rabbi t ) Retold by Jane Werner 
Simon & Schuster 
Simon & Schuster 
Simon & Schuster 
Simon & Schuster 
Simon & Schuster 
2.Scuffy , The 
Tugboa t Kathryn and Byron Jackson,Simon & Schuster 
3.A Year on the 
F.arm Lucy Sprague ,Mitchell Simon & Schuster 
4.Five Li ttle 
Firemen Margaret Wise Brown, Simon & Schuster 
5.Bobby and His 
Airplanes, Helen P-~~~~- uded onnext 
Table I (concluded) 
Name 
16. Tootl e, 
17. The Little 
Trapper, 
18. Donal d Duck's 
.Adventure, 
19. What .Am I? 
20. Ukelele and 
Her Doll 
Gertrude Crampton, Simon & Schuster 
Kathryn and Byron Jackson,Simon & Schuster 
Anne North Bedford Simon & Schuster 
Ruth Leon, Simon & Schuster 
Clara Louise Grant, Simon & Schuster 
Table I lists tne books whose vocabularies were com-
pared with the basal readers. They are listed in the order 
in which their vocabularies were compared. 
~d 
,. 
TABLE II 
NUMBER OF NEW WORDS 
URRICULUM FO 
Level 
1. Pre-Primer 
Level 1 21 
Level 2 23 58 58 
Level 3 14 
2. Primer 113 113 171 
3. First Reader 183 183 354 
4. Second Reader 
Level 1 235 475 829 
Level 2 240 
Table II shows the number of new words intr oduced 
at each level of the basal series from pre-primer 
through second reader. 
TABLE III 
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT WORDS IN EACH CHILDREN'S BOOK 
_____ _liame Aut.hor 
Total Number 
Words In Book 
1. Brave Cowboy Bill, Kathryn and Byron Jackson )18 
2. Guess Who Lives Here, Louise Wooqaock 220 
3. The Saggy Baggy Elephant, Kathryn and Byron Jackson 328 
4. The Big Brown Bear, George Duplaix 269 
5. Katie, the Kitten, Kathryn and Byron Jackson 49 
6. Busy Timmy, Kathryn and Byron Jackson 92 
7. Howdy Doody's Circus, Edward Keane 
8. The Three Bears, Retold by Jane Werner 
9. When I Grow lip, Kay and Harry Mace 
353 
127 
219 
10. The Happy Man and 
117 His D~unp Truck, Miryam 
11 • . Alice in Wonderland 
(Meets The White 
Rabbit) Retold by Jane Werner 272 
12. Scuffy, the Tugboat, Kathryn and Byron Jackson 427 
13 • . A Year on the Farm, Lucy Sprague Mitchell 458 
,, 
tl4. Five Little Firemen, Margaret Wise Brown 356 
15.Bobby and His 
Airplanes, Helen Palmer 423 
'16. Tootle, Gertrude Crampton 503 
I 17. The Little Trapper, Kathryn and Byron Jackson 348 
18 . Donald Duck's 
.Adventure, 
19. What Am I? 
Anne North Bedford 
Ruth Leon 
(concluded on next page) 
319 
232 
dl 
Table III (concluded) 
er 
Name .Author Words In Book 
20. Ukelele and Her Doll Clara Louise Grant 152 
The number of different words appearing in the 
children's books can be seen in Table III. The range is 
from forty-nine words used in Katie, the Kitten, to five-
hundred three words used in Tootle. 
T.lffiill IV 
PERCENT.AGES OF CHILDREN 'S BOOK VOCABUL.ARY WHICH IS BASAL 
VOCABULARY OF THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERI ES 
Total Number Words Common Percent of 
Name of Book Words in Book to Book and Common 
Basal Readers Words 
1. Brave Cowboy Bill, 318 290 91.19 
2. Guess Who Lives Here, 220 206 93.64 
3. The Saggy Baggy 328 316 Elephant, 95.12 
4. The Bj.g Brown Bear, 269 257 95.54 
I 5. Katie, the Kitten, 49 45 91.83 
6. Busy Timmy, 93 90 96.76 
7. Howdy Doody's Circus, 353 318 90.08 
' 8. The Three Bears, 127 119 93.70 
I 9. When I Grow Up, 219 210 91.36 
10. The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck, 117 111 97.43 
11. Alice in Wonderland 272 , 249 91.54 (Meets the White Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, the Tugboat , 427 397 92.96 
13. ·A Year on the Farm, 458 426 93.01 I 
14. Five Little Firemen, 356 333 93.54 II 
.. 
15. Bobby and His 396 93.61 Airplanes, 423 
16. Tootle, 503 463 92.05 
17. The Little Trapper, 348 322 92.53 
18. Donald Duck's 98.12 
.Adventure, 319 313 
(concluded on next page) 
Table IV (concluded) 
To er Words Common Percent or 
Name of Book Words in Book to Book and Common Words 
Ba al 
19. What .Am I? 232 217 93.53 
20. Ukelele and Her Doll 
152 143 94.08 
Table IV lists the total number of words in each 
children's book and tne number of these words which are 
in the basal vocabulary. It also lists the percent of 
common words. 
TABLE V 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN 'S BOOK VOCABULARY 
Na~e o:f Book 
1. Brave Cowboy Bill 
2. Guess Who Lives Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy Elephan 
4. The Big Brown Bear 
5. Kati e , t he Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's Circus 
8. The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
• The Happy Man and His 
Dump Truck 
• .Alice in Wonder land 
(Meets The White Rabbit) 
• Scuffy , t he Tugboat 
A Year on the Farm 
• Five Little Firemen 
Bobby and His Airplanes 
• Tootle 
The Little Trapper 
• Donald Duck 1 s .Adventure 
What .Am I? 
21 
27 
29 
20 
9 
30 
19 
20 
29 
20 
29 
34 
34 
28 
36 
40 
36 
27 
10 
(concluded on next page) 
6.60 
12.27 
8.84 
7.43 
18.38 
21.51 
8. 50 
14.96 
13.34 
17.10 
10.66 
7.96 
7.42 
7.87 
8. 51 
7.95 
10.34 
8.46 
11.2l 
Table V (conc l uded) 
Name of Book 
20. Ukelele and Her Doll 19 12.50 
Table V shows the number and percent of words which 
are in the pre-primer vocabulary of the basal series. 
T.ABLE VI 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN 1 S BOOK VOC.ABULARY WHICH 
IES 
Name of Book 
1. Brave Cowboy Bill 34 10.69 
2. Guess Who Lives Here 28 12.77 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 35 10.67 
4. The Big Brown Bear 30 11.15 
5. Katie, the Kitten 7 14.28 
6. Busy Timmy 20 22.58 
7. Howdy Doody's Circus 38 10.76 
8. The Three Bears 25 19.69 
9. When I Grow Up 26 11.97 
10. The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck 35 29.91 
11. .Alice in Wonderland (Meets The White Rabbit) 38 13.97 
12. Scuff y, the Tugboat 39 9.14 
13. A Year on the Farm 48 10.48 
14. Five Little Firemen 35 9.83 
15. Bobby and His 4~ 10 .. ~(1) 
.Airplanes 
16~ Too t le 49 9.74 
17. The Little 46 Trapper 13.22 
(concluded on next page) 
concluded 
Name of Book Num Perc en 
18. DonaldDuck' s 
.Adventure 36 11.28 
19. What Am I'l 20 14.22 
20. Ukelele and 
Her Doll 27 17.76 
Table VI shows the number and percent of words which 
are in the primervocabulary of the basal series. 
TABLE VII 
NUMBER AND PERCENT.AGE OF CHILDREN 18 BOOK VOC.ABULARY WHICH 
IS FIRST READER VOC.ABULARY OF THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION 
Name of Book 
1. Brave Cowboy Bill 
2. Guess Who Lives Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown Bear 
5. Katie, the Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's Circus 
8. The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
10. The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck 
11. Alice in Wonderland 
·(Meets the White Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, the Tugboat 
13. A Year on the Farm 
14. Five Lit tle Firemen 
15.Bobby and His 
.Airplanes 
16. Tootle 
17. The Little Trapper 
50 
45 
53 
49 
7 
17 
55 
22 
48 
28 
53 
68 
75 
50 
64 
92 
53 
(concluded on next page) 
15.72 
20.44 
16.16 
18.22 
14.29 
20.43 
15.58 
17.32 
22.47 
23.93 
19.49 
15.90 
16.38 
14.05 
15.11 
18.29 
15.23 
Table VII (concluded) 
Name of Book 
18. Donald Duck's 
.A.denture 
19. What .Am I? 
20. Ukelele and Her Doll 
Number of Words Percent of Words 
48 
34 
28 
15.05 
17.24 
18.42 
Table VII lists , the number and percent of words which 
are in the first reader vocabulary of the basal series. 
T.ABLE VIII 
NUMBER .AND PERCENTAGE QF CHILDREN'S BOOK VOC.ABULARY VffiiCH 
IS SEGOND RE.ADER VOCABULARY OF THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION 
Name of Book 
1. Brave Cowboy Bill 
2. Guess Who Lives Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brovm Bear 
5. Katie, the Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's Circus 
8. The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
10. The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck 
1. Alice in Wonderland (Meets the White Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, the Tugboat 
13. A Year on the Farm 
14. Five Little Firemen 
15. Bobby and His 
.Airplanes 
16. Tootle 
1~ . The Little Trapper 
79 
66 
100 
87 
15 
21 
99 
40 
63 
22 
71 
148 
152 
119 
125 
159 
106 
(concluded on next page) 
24.84 
30.00 
30.49 
32.34 
30.61 
24.73 
28.05 
31.49 
29.28 
18.80 
26.10 
34.66 
33.19 
33.43 
29.55 
31.21 
30.46 
d/. 
(concluded) 
Name of Book 
18. Donald Duck's 
_Adventure 
19. What .Am I? 
20. Ukelele and Her Doll 
Number of Words Percent of Wo 
116 
86 
40 
36.37 
28.02 
26.32 
Table VIII lists t~e number and percent of words 
which are in the second reader vocabulary of the basal 
series. 
T.ABLE IX 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF CHILDREN'S BOOK VOCABULARY WHICH IS 
TH1!YLB!~AQ~JLYOC.ABULARY OF .!HE CIDRRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES 11 
Name of Book Third Reader ~ Number of Words I Percent of Words II 
L-----------------------;-------------r--------------~ 
1. Brave Cowboy Bill 
2. Guess Who Lives Here 
3. The · saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown Bear 
5. Katie, the Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's Circus 
8 . The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
10. The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck 
11. Alice in Wonderland (Meets the White Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, the Tugboat 
13. _A Year on the Farm 
14. Five Little Firemen 
15. Bobby and His 
Airplanes 
i~. Tootle 
17. The Little Trapper 
18. Donald Duck's 
Adventure 
73 
29 
63 
43 
6 
4 
57 
12 
28 
7 
33 
73 
78 
63 
85 
87 
59 
58 
(concluded on next page) 
I 
22.95 
13.18 
19.21 
15.99 
12.24 
6.45 
19.15 
9.45 
13.23 
12.13 
17.10 
17.03 
17.69 
20.10 
17.30 
16.96 
18.18 
II 
! 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
yf 
Table IX (concluded) I 
- I Number Third Reader II Name of Book of Words Percent of Words Jj 
I 
19. What .Am I? 55 15.95 I 
20. Ukelele and Her Doll 18 11.84 
Table IX lists the number and percent of words which 
are in the third reader vocabulary of the basal series. 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
--- -· ·~=-=-=-===--~-===-=--==============*=== 
-T.ABLE X 
NUMBER .AND PERCENT.AGES OF CHILDREN'S BOOK VOCABULARY V'ffiiCH IS 
,..f.Q_UKL'H BEADER YQQ.AB_!!LARX OE IHE QUREICUI!IJ.M ;EOUNDi\!IOH SEBIES 
Fourth Reader I NAME of Book Number of Words I Percent of Words II 
I 
11. 
I 
Brave Cowboy Bill 14 4.41 
'I 
2. Guess Who Lives Here 6 2.72 I 
3. The Saggy Baggy I 
Elephant 18 5.49 I 
I 
4. The Big Brown Bear 14 5.20 
5. Katie, the Kitten 1 2.04 
6. Busy Timmy - -
7. Howdy Doody's Circus 19 5.38 
8. The Three Bears - -
9. When I Grow Up 6 2.73 I 
tl.O. The Happy Man and 2 17.09 II His Dump Truck I 
11. .Alice in Wonderland 6.25 I (Meets the White Rabbit) 17 
12. Scuffy, the Tugboat 19 4.45 I 
13. A Year on the Farm 29 6.33 I 
14. Five Little Firemen 15 4.21 
15. Bobby and His 6.62 
.Airplanes 28 
16. Tootle 14 2.79 
17. The Little Trapper 15 •• 31 
18. :Donald Duck's 5.96 i\dventure 19 
I • 
(concluded on next page) I 
-
; 
I 
I 
I 
i 
. I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I. 
II 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
Table~concluded) :I 
Fourth- Reader 
---- -·--- ----t- -------...:.. 
Name of Book Number of Words Percent of 
Words 
19 • What .Am I'? 12 4.74 
20. Ukelele and Her Doll 7 4.61 
Table X lists the number and percent of words which 
are in the fourth reader vocabulary of the basal series. 
==---~======*=====-======~=======-~========~~~========================~======== 
T.AHLE XI 
NUMBER i~ND PERCENTAGES OF CHILDREN'S BOOK VOCABULARY WHICH 
IS FIFTH RE.ADER VOCABULARY OF THE CURRICULUM FOUND&iTION 
~· SERIES 
Name of Book 
1. Brave Cowboy Bill 
2. Guess Who Lives Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown Bear 
5. Katie, the Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's Circus 
8. The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
10. The Happy Man and His 
Dump Truck 
11. Alice in Wonderland (Meets the White Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, the Tugboat 
13. .A Year on the Farm 
14. Five Little Firemen 
15. Bobby and His 
.Airplanes 
16. Tootle 
1~. The Little Trapper 
~·----~F~i~f~th~R~e~a~d~er~--------~11 
Number of Words Percent of Word~ 
15 
5 
11 
10 
12 
1 
7 
12 
5 
14 
10 
20 
7 
4.72 
2.27 
3.35 
3.72 
1.07 
3-39 
.79 
2.57 
2.81 
1.09 
3-93 
2.37 
3.98 
2.01 
(concluded on next page) 
. ,
I! 
Table XI (concluded) 
Name of Book Fifth Reader Number of Words Percent of Words 
18. Donald Duck's 
.Adventure 6 1.88 
19. What Am I? 1 -.• 89 
20. Ukelele and Her Doll 4 2.63 
Table XI ~ists the number and percent of words which 
are in the fifth reader vocabulary of the basal series • 
T.ABDJ XII 
NUMBER AND PERCENT.AGES OF CHILDREN'S BOOK VOC.ABULARY WHICH 
IS SIXTH READER VOCABULARY OF THE CURRICULUM FOUND.ATION 
SERIES 
~----- Six h Reader 
t!-----N_am_e_o_r_B_o_o_k--·- ~ Number of Word.==s-r=:P~e:.:..;r::..:c::..:e::..:n:.:rt-o";;"f~W:;:-o-r....,d~s---1. 1 
1. Brave Cowboy Bill 
2. Guess Who Lives Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Hrown Bear 
5. Katie,the Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's Circus 
8. Tb.e Tl:u'ee Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
10. The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck 
11 • . Alice in Wonderland 
(Meets the White 
Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, the Tugboat 
13. A Year on the Farm 
14. Five Little Firemen 
15.Bobby and His 
Airplanes 
16. Tootle 
17. The Little Trapper 
4 
3 
4 
8 
1 
4 
5 
8 
4 
2 
(concluded on next page) 
1.26 
.91 
1.49 
2.27 
.37 
•• 94 
1.09 
2.24 
.95 
.40 
---=-=======~====== =~-=-=-=-==-===-==-=-==~==-=-=-==-==-=======================~======== 
Table XII (concluded) 
Name of Book Number 
--- -----------------...--=;..;;. 
18. Donald Duck's 
.Adventures 
19. What Am I? 
20. Ukelele and Her Doll 
3 
2 
l 
~· 
Sixth Rea.=d~er~~~~~~ 
of WordsjPercent of Words 
~
I 
.94 
1.29 
Table XII li.sts the number and percent of words which 
are in the sixth reader vocabulary of the basal series. 
li 
TABLE XIII .. 
I BOOKS WHICH WOULD BE COMP.ARABLE IN VOCABULA.RY TO GRADE II 
CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES 
Name 
·----=Au thor Publisher 
Katie,The Kitten, Kathryn and Byron Jackson,Simon & Schuster 
Busy Timmy, Kathryn and Byron Jackson,Simon & Schuster 
1, The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck Miry am Simon & Schuster 
I 
I 
Table XIII lists the books whose vocabulary is compar- . 
11 able to the Grade II vocabulary of the Curriculum Foundation 
Series. 
TABLE XIV 
BOOKS WHICH WOULD BE COMPARABLE IN VOCABULARY TO GRADE III 
. CURRICULill~ FOUNDATI=ON==S=E=R=I=ES============================= 
Name -----=A~u~t=h~o~r----------------~P~u~b=l~i~s~h~e~r __ __ 
Simon & Schuster 
Simon & Schuster 
! Guess Who Lives Here, Louise Woodcock 
11 The Three Bears, Retold by Jane Werner 
il When I Gro·w Up, Kay and Harry Mace 
II What .Am I'? Ruth Leon 
Simon & Scb.us ter
1 
Simon & Schus ter 11 
Ukelele and Her 
il Doll, Clara Louise Grant 
I 
I Simon & Schuster 
I 
Table XIV lists the books whose vocabulary is compar-
11 able to the Grade III vocabulary of the Curriculum Founda-
., tion Series. 
II 
I 
'I 
I 
T.ABLE XV 
BOOKS WHICH WOULD BE COMP.ARABLE IN VOC.ABUL.ARY TO GRADE IV 
CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES • 
Name 
The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant, 
The Big Brown 
Bear, 
Howdy Doody 1 s 
Circus, 
Alice in Wonder -
land (Meets The 
. Author Publisher 
Kathryn and Byron Jackson,Simon & Schuster 
George Duplaix Simon & Schuster 
Edward Keane Simon & Schuster 
White Rabbit) Retold by Jane Werner Simon & Schuster 
l1. Year on 'J:he 
Farm, Lucy Sprague Mitchell Simon & Schuster
1 
Bobby and His 
.Airplanes, Helen Palmer Simon & Schuster 
The Little Trapper,Kathryn and ByronJackson, 
Donald Duck 1 s 
Adventure, .Anne North Bedford 
Simon & Schuster 
Simon & Schuster 
Table XV lists the books whose vocabulary is 
comparable to the Grade IV vocabulary of the Curriculum 
1 Foundation Series. 
II 
II 
I' 
' 
'• 
I 
I 
II 
T.ABLE XVI 
BOOKS WHICH WOULD BE COMP.ARABLE IN VOC.ABULARY TO GRADE V 
Cllih~ICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES 
Name .Author Publisher 
Brave Cowbey 
Bill, Kathryn and Byron Jackson, Simon & Schuster 11 
Scuffy,the 
Tugboat, Kathryn and Byron Jackson,Simon & Schuster 
Five Little 
Firemen, Margaret Wise Brown, Simon & Schuster 
Tootle, Gertrude Crampton, Simon & Schuster 
Table XVI lists the books whose vocabulary is 
compara}2le to the Grade V vocabulary of the Curriculum 
Foundation Series. 
,, 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this study to compare the 
vocabulary of twenty widely used popular children's 
books published by Simon and Schuster with the vocabu-
lary of the Curriculum Foundation Series. The twofold 
aim of the study was: 
1. To determine what percentage of words included 
in these books are in the vocabulary of the Curriculum 
Foundation Series. 
2. To determine the level on which these books 
should be placed from pre-primer through second reader. 
It can be seen from Table IV that the percentages 
of words in the children's books that are in the vocabu-
lary of the basal readers ranges from 90.08 in~owdy­
Doody' s Circus to 98.12 in Donald Duck's .Adventure. 
Thus, it is possible to say that there is great agree-
ment between the vocabularies. 
This agreement when placed according to levels as 
in Table V through Table Xll shows that the majority of 
the books are too difficult for the average second grade 
child. 
Of the twenty children's books only three were 
found to be comparab~e in vovabulary to Grade II, five 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
j: 
1: 
I 
,I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
,! 
I 
I 
I! 
I! 
I 
·I 
jl 
II 
I 
II 
II 
I 
l 
were found comparable in vocabulary to Gra~e III; eight 
were found comparable in vocabulary to Grade IV and four 
were found comparable in vocabulary to Grade V of the 
Curriculum Foundation Series~ The vocabulary is more 
suited to Grqde IV and Grade V but the interest level 
is be.low this • 
-
~ -----
I 
II 
,I 
1 
~ 
I 
It 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. Comparison of the same children's books with a 
different basal vocabulary. 
2. Comparison of different children's books with the 
same basal vocabulary. 
3. Comparison of percentages in this study with those 
obtained between several basal series in order to deter-
mine whether there is greater overlap from one basal book 
to another than from a basal book to the books in this 
study. 
----~--
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APPENDIX 
a 
and 
_a ay 
b by 
b ll 
big 
blue 
boats 
•an 
oa:r 
come 
cookie 
D1.ck 
down 
father 
find 
for 
funny 
go 
help 
bere 
no use 
I 
in 
is 
it 
Jane 
3ump 
little 
look( s) 
make(s) 
me 
moth r{s) 
my 
not 
oh 
one(s) 
pl y 
putt 
red 
runl s) 
said 
see(s ) 
s omething 
Spot 
t he 
•. 
re- Pr±mer Vocabulary Legend 
l. 2 3 4 ' 6 7 8 9 lOlll2l3l41516l7lBl 920 
--., .,, _______ ,..,. -------- 1~ Br.ave Cowboy 
Bill 
v Vv 
v 
-""' 
v 2,. Guess 
Here 
o Lives 
,.. 
..,.. . t/ 
.,.,., 
...... ....... 
_,.. 
....... .., 
........ 
.,......., 
3. The aggy B•ggy 
Elephant 
4.· The Big Brown 
Bear 
5. ~ Katie, the 
Kitten 
6 . Busy Tim. y 
V' 7. Ho ·d Doody 's 
Cir cus 
.,. v, ,r .,.. , ., , ., .,-.,., , ., ., ~~"' .,- .,., 8 . The Three Bear s 
9 . hen I Gro Up 
, v .,- .,- v- ......- 10. The H ppy an 
v- _.., ...... ., ,.,.. ....... ,.-,... ., ,... ..,... and His Dump 
..; ..; v v' v v v v v v v v' v v v v Truck 
J v v v v v v v- v ./ ./ · 11 . Alice i n onder-
V v v y v y' v' V' v .,. l und ( ee t s Tt e 
v' { v v v.; t/ 1/ v' ..; hite Rabl;»it) 
J ./ J t/ .; v ~ v v 12.scur:ry , !h 
v' y .; v v v ./ v v- v v v ., Tu bo t 
v V' v v v / v ./ v o/ .( ../ v ,; " t1 v v v ~ 13. Year on the 
vvv v'V' vv&lv vvv'v- F r m 
/ v v v v v v v v v ....... v' v v 14. Five Lit tle 
.... ,/ 
.,.,. 
..... .,. ..... 
,/ ., 
. .,.. 
.... 
"" ,. ., 
.... 
..,....,.,.., 
v ,..,.,.. .,., 
V"'V" ., ,. ,..,. 
/ V'v .,. ..... ., "'"""" 
t/ a/ V"t/ v ...... 
V" ,/' ..... ,/ V" 
.,. ., .,.. v ...... 
Firemen 
15.Bobby and His 
Airpl nes 
16 .. Tootle 
17. The Little 
Trap er 
18_ Donald Duck's 
~dventure 
...... v ., v 19. 
I/ .,/ 20 . 
"':hat Am I? 
Ukelcle and 
Her Doll 
.,.., ....... ,.. 
,/' ~ 
t/Vtl',. 
.,.., .,......,. 
I/ ....... v 
Pre-Primer 11vocabulary (1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 91011.1213141516171819201 
three ...... ...,.. .,.. ..... 
-Tim 
two ""' -....... ,.. -- -
up vv ... ....... .,.. .,.. ..... .... ........ -- ..... ..... , ...... ...... .,_.. ..... ....... L-
want ..... - ....- - --- ..... 
we ..... .... 
..... -
where .... .... v -- ,r ........... v 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Legend 
Brave Cowboy 
Bill 
Guess Who 
Lives Here 
The Saggy 
Baggy 
Eleplzant 
4. TheBig Brown 
Bear 
5. Katie,the 
Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
8. The Three 
Bear s 
9. When I Grow 
up. 
10. The Happy Man 
and His Dump 
Truck 
11 •. Alice In WondeJ 
land(Meets 'the 
White R~bbit) 
12. Scuffy,,The 
Tugboat 
13. A Mear on 
the Farm 
14. Five Li t tle 
Firemen 
15. Bobby and Hi~ 
Airplanes 
16. Tottle 
17. The Little 
Trapper 
18. Donald Duck's 
.Advanture 
19. Wha t ,Am I? 
20. Ukelele and 
Her Doll. 
• 
all 
am 
animal 
are 
at 
ate 
barn 
birthday 
black 
bow-wow 
boy 
bump 
but 
came 
cat 
chicken 
children 
cluck 
cow 
did 
do 
dog 
doll 
duck 
eat 
egg 
family 
farm 
fast 
four 
friend 
fun 
get 
girl 
g ood 
good-by 
grand-
father 
grand-
mother 
guess 
happy 
h~ve 
b.e 
hell o 
hen 
home 
hop 
horse 
PRI NillR VOCABULARY 
1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 8 91011121314151617181920 
vV' v v'vvvvvr/vVvvvvva/ 
v vv-- vv 
{ v v v vv v v 
vvV" vV V..,..v Y" vv 
vv vv. vv vvvvv vvvv 
v v 
v 
v · vv vvvv 
v v 
v' v y 
v 
vvvvv vvv 
v· v 
vvvv V"VVvvV' 
vvv vvvvv ...... v vv vr" 
· v 
vv 
V' 
v 
v 
\<"V 
vv v ~ ,... 
v v 
v v 
v 
V" 
v...-
v 
v 
vv 
vv 
v 
v ...... 
v 
v v 
v' 
v v 
vV V 
vv v 
v 
v vvvv'vv,... 
v v v 
v v v v-vV" 
VV' 
v 
v vv 
VV"V"V 
V" v 
v V' 
vv v 
v-
v vv 
v 
vvvv- ..... v-
vvv .;...-
v v 
v 
v-v · v 
Legend 
l.B rave Cowboy 
Bill 
2. Guess Who Lives 
· Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown 
Bear 
5. Katie,theKitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
S. The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
10. Tb.e Happy Man 
and His Dump 
Truck 
11. Alice In Wonder 
1and (Meets the 
White Rabbit) . 
12. Scuffy, The 
Tugboat 
13. A Year on the 
Farm 
14. Five Little 
Fir:wnen" 
15. Bobby and His 
.Airplanes 
16. Tottle 
17. The Little 
Trapper 
18. Donald Duck's 
.Adventure 
19. What .Am I? 
20. Ukelele and 
Her Doll 
.. 
into 
Jack 
kitten 
laughed 
like 
looked 
ma-ma 
mew 
must 
new 
no 
now 
on 
our . 
out 
pet 
pig 
please 
pony 
pretty 
quack 
rabbit 
ran 
ride 
sat 
saw 
say 
school 
she 
so 
soon 
susan 
tail 
talk 
thank 
that 
there 
they 
this 
Tom 
too 
toy 
under 
wanted 
was 
well 
went 
PRI MER VOCABULART.- (cont.) Legend 
1 2 3 4 56 7 .8 91011121314l5161718192d 
v 
vvv 
v vv 
v' 
v v 
vv 
vv- v 
v 
vv. 
v Y' 
"""" 1. Brave Cowboy Bill 
v'V 
vv V Vv' V V"'V' 
v vvV"'V 
v 
v'V"' 
v v 
2. Guess who lives 
here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown 
Bear 
5. Katie,the Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
v v 
vv v 
v Vv v v 
V"' v v Vv 
vv 
v vv 
.... _. ...................................... -
8. The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
Vv' 
v 
V \/V 
vv 
' J v vv 
v v 
vv vv 
V" vv 
v 
v 
v 
a/' 
v 
v 
Y' V" 
v v 
v' vvvv 
v vv ....... 
V V"'V V 
..;'y" v 
vvvvv ./ 
v 
10. The Happy Man 
and his D'ump 
Truck 
11 • . Aline in Wonder-
v land (Meet s The 
White Rabbit) 
12. 
v v 13 • 
Scuffy, The 
Tugboat 
vv 
. A Year on the 
Farm 
vv 14. 
vv v 
v v vl5. 
Five Little 
Firemen 
v' v v ....... 
vv a- 16. 
Bobby and His 
Airplanes 
Tootle 
VV" V V' V 
v vv v vv v tl'vV I"" vv 
V v vvv vv 
v 
v v 
v ......, 
v 
VI" 
v vvvvvv,.,....""v""" 
vvv vv vv vv v vvv 
vv vv vvv 
Vl7. 
18. 
The Little 
Trapper 
Donald Duck's 
.Adventure 
19. What Am I? 
20. Ukelele and Her 
Doll. 
vv v v v v v v vvvvv 
vvvv 
v 
v 
v v 
Vv V Vvv 
v 
v v v"' vv v 
v V" v 
\I'V vvv 
v 
What 
white 
who 
I. 
FRI NlliR VOCABULARY (cone.) Legend 
11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 161112131415161718192d 
v v v v v v v ., ..... v- v v v v v 1. Brave Cowboy Bill 
v v v v v vv v 2. _Guess Who Lives 
""vv vvv v Here 3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown 
Hear 
5. Katie,the Kitten 
6. Busy TimmJl 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
8. The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
10. The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck 
11. Alice in Wonder-
land (Meets The 
White Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, The 
Tugboat 
13 • . A Year on the Far:~ 
14. Five Little 
Firemen 
15·. Bobby and His 
.Airplanes 
16. Tootle 
17. The Little 
Trapper 
18. Donald Duck's 
.Adventure 
19. What Am I? 
20. Ukelele and Her 
Doll 
after 
again 
along 
an 
another 
any 
apple 
as 
ask 
asked 
back 
bang 
basket 
be 
began 
behind 
Bill 
Billy 
Bird 
book 
Brown 
bumped 
Bunny 
busy 
buy 
called 
can't 
color 
coming 
corn 
could 
dark 
day 
dear 
Dick's 
dinner 
don't 
door 
eating 
Ellen 
every 
every-
wher e 
faster 
fat 
feed 
feet 
FIR ST READER VOCABULARY 
Legend 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ·a 919111213.1415161718192o 
v . v y v v vv . 1. Brave Cowboy :s·ilJ 
v ·v v v v v v v v ./ 
v' v v v vv V" v v v 
v v v v v v v v" v ' 
vv vvvvv vv 
v v v vvv 
v 
2. Guess Who Lives 
Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown 
Bear v 
v vvvvvvvv 
v 
v v- v vV 
v 5. 
6. 
7. 
Katie, the Kitten 
Busy Timmy 
Howdy Doody's 
Circus V \IV 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v ....... 
v 
vv 
v· 
vv 
v v V' 
v v 
..; v v 
v v 
v 
VvV vvvvvvv vv 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 11' 
v v v 
v""' 
v 
v 
v 
v 
vv 
Vv 
v 
v v 
vv 
vv 
v 
v 
v 
vVVvV 
vv vv 
vvv 
vvv Vv.., 
v 
v 
vvvv 
v 
Vv vv 
v vv 
v 
v 
v 
vv"' 
8. The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
lO.The Happy Man 
and His Dump 
Truck 
ll • .A1ice in Wonder-
land(Meets The 
White Rabbit) 
12.Seuffy,The Tug-
boat 
13 • .A Year on the 
Farm 
14.Five Little 
Fireman 
15.Bobby and His 
Airpianes 
16.Tootle 
17.The Little 
Trapper 
18.Donald Duck's 
.Adventure 
19 • What .Am I? 
20.Ukelele and Her 
Doll. 
1fell 
fine 
first 
five 
fly 
food 
found 
from 
galloping 
give 
glad 
going 
gray 
green 
nad 
nas 
head 
helped 
b.er 
hill 
him 
his 
how 
hurry 
Jane's 
Jil l 
Jim jumped 
just 
know 
last 
laugh 
let 
let's 
live 
looking 
lost 
made 
making 
man 
many 
PIRST READER VOCABULARY ~cont ,. 
f . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-1011121314151617181920 I 
v v 
v v Vvv vv v 
V' V' vvvv 
v Vv v 
vv v v v..., v 
vv v v 
vv v v vvvv 
vv v v v vv vv 
vvv v vv V&..o-
v v v v V' 
v v vv v vv~ 
vv v v 
V'yo vv vv vv.....-
v v vv vvv vv vv v 
v vv ..... vvv v 
v v v v v v vvv vV" 
v vv v v vv v 
v V' vv v ...... 
v vv vv v' v vv vvv 
v vvv vv vvvvVv ..... vv v 
v 
""' 
v \/ v v v 
v v V'" 
Vv' v v 
v v v v v V' vv vvv V' vv v 
v v v v vv 
v'v' v vv v v vv 
v V' vv v 
v vv v v vvv 
vvv v 
vv v v v 
vv v v' 
v vv VV" V' v vvv 
v vv V' 
v vv v V"' 
v vv v 
may v v 
maybe v 
merry-
go-round 
met 
milk 
moo 
v v v 
I 
Legend '91-
i .. Brave Cowboy Bill 2 Guess Who Lives 
Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown 
Bear 
5. Katie,the Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
8. The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
lO.The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck 
ll.Alice ' in Wonder-
land(Meets ~he 
White Rabbit) 
12.Scuffy, The Tug-
boat 
13.~ Year on the Farm 
14.Five Little 
Firemen 
15.Bobby and His 
~irplanes 
16.Tootle 
17.The Little 
Trapper 
18.Donad Duck's 
Adventure 
19.What ~m I? 
20.Ukelele and Her 
Doll. 
I 
morning 
Mr. 
Mrs. 
name 
. NatU:!y 
nest 
next 
night 
nothing 
nut 
of 
old 
once 
open 
or 
other 
outdoors 
over 
paint 
painted 
party 
Patty 
peep 
pennies 
Peter 
playing 
pocket 
poky 
puppy 
push 
pushed 
put 
rain 
read 
road 
robin 
room 
rooster 
round 
running 
Sallp.'s 
sang 
sleep 
sleepy 
Leg :end 
• 
1
1 2 3 4 . 5 q 7 8 9 10111213141516171Bl9201 
v vv' v v h.. Brave Cowboy Bill 
vv 
·V 
v 
v v vv v 
v 
v 
vvv-
vv 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
vv 
v 
vv 
v v 
v v vvv 
vVVv'VvVV' \/"' 
vv vv 
2. Guess Who Lives 
Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown 
Bear 
5. Katie,the Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
8. The Three Bears 
vvv v 9 1o: When I Grow Up The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck 
Alice In Wonder-
land(Meets The 
White Rabbit) 
v 
v 
v 
v vv v .... 
v v 
vvvvvvv 
v-v v 
vvvvvv 
vv 
v 
v 
v 
VV' 
v 
v 
v 
v v' 
v 
v 11. 
12. Scuffy,The Tug-
boat 
13. A Year on the Farm 
14. Five Little 
Firemen 
15. Bobby and His 
Airplanes 
v 16. Tottle 
17. The Little Trapper 
18. Donald Duck's 
Adventure 
19. What Am I? 
20. Uk~le1e and Her 
v v Doll. 
I 
slower 
snow 
some 
splash 
squirrel 
stop 
stopped 
stor e 
story 
street 
surprise 
swish 
take 
them 
then 
thing 
think 
thought 
time 
took 
town 
tree 
umbrella 
us 
Valentine 
very 
wagon 
walk 
walked 
way 
wee 
were 
when 
which 
why 
wind 
wish 
woman 
worked 
yard 
your 
FI RST READER VOCABUL~RY (cont . ) I' 
;t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213141516171819201 
vv v 
v 
v 
vv 
v 
v 
vv 
.vv 
v 
v 
Vv 
vv V\.o'" VV 
vvv v Vvv....,.. vv 
vvVvv VvvvvvvvvVVV 
v v Vv ·v v v v v 
VV' V V"VV" V V 
v v v v v vv- v 
vvvvvvvvvvv 
Legend 
11. Brave Cowboy BilJ 
2. Guess Who Lives 
Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown 
Bear 
5. Katie, the Kitter. 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
8. The Three Bears 
9. 
10. 
When ~ I Grow Up 
The Happy Man 
and His Dump 
Truck 
11. Alice in Wonder-
land (Meets The 
White Rabbit) \1 
v 
Vlt: 
v 
vv 
v 
v 
V v 1/ v v v 12. Scuffy, 'the 
v 
\IV 
vv vv v 
v 
v v 
vv 
vv 
v vv 
vvvv 
vv 
V' 
v 
V V v' Tugboat 
vvv'VVV 
v 
v 
vv v 
v vvv v vv vv 
vo/ 
v 
v vII" 
vvvv 
" .V V' yvvvvv 
v 
vvvvvv vvvv 
v vvvvv..,...vvvvvV' 
v 
v v v 
vv 
v ..; 
v vvV 
13. 
14. 
.A. Year nn the 
Farm 
Five Little · 
Firemen 
15. Bobby and His 
.Airplanes 
16. Tootle 
17. The Little 
Trapper 
18. Donald Duck's 
.Adventure 
19. What Am I? 
20. Ukelele and Her 
Doll 
( . 
SECO:r:m READER VOCABu ... LAHY (LEVEL I ) ;- t.(. 
Legend 
} · 2 3 4 5 6 , 7 8, 9 1011121314151617181920\ 
about v , ....... ..... ....... .., ..... 1. Brave Cowboy 
across 
-
...... &-"" .... ...,..._,._ Bill 
afraid 
...... ..... 2. Guess Who Lives 
always ..... ...., Here V" 3. Ann The Saggy Baggy 
answered ,.,.. V" 
-
Elephant 
around ...... ........... 
., - ....--
...... ,. ,.,. ..... ., 
---
4 • The Big Brown 
bak~ 
-
Bear 
balloon 
-
5. Katie, the Kitte: 
bear V"' t/' v v 6. Busy Timmy 
beautiful ,.,..,.. v v IV' ...... 7. Howdy Doody's 
befause ,...... .............. . V" ..... · vv 
-
Circus 
Bee 8. The Three Bears 
before v vvv a/ ..... .,. .,..,., 9. When I Grow Up 
bell 
....... 10. The Happy Man 
best ,;- ~ v ...... .......... and His Dump 
better v .,.. v ...... V" Truck 
bigger V' V"" 11. .Alice in Wonder-
biggest .,.. l and(Meets the 
blew 
...... 
..... -
..... White Rabbit) 
blow V" 12. Scuffy, The 
Bobby V' Tugboat 
boil V" 13. A Year on the 
both v ...... ...... Farm 
breakfast ""'" . V" 14. Five Little 
brick Firemen 
Brother 15. Bobby and His 
brought ...... ....... Airplanes 
build ....... 16. Tootle 
building ..... 17 • The Little 
burn V" VV'....,. Trapper 
buzz ........ 
- -
18. Donald Duck's 
by ,/ ~ .......... ...... 
-
.Adventure 
V" .... v 
cabbage 19. What Am I? 
cake .... .,. ...- 20 • Ukelele and Her 
calf V"' V" Doll. 
call 
candy ........ 
care .... ........ 
..,... 
catch ..... v .... v 
caw 
chimmey ..... 
chinny-
chin-chin 
Christmas 
churn v 
circus v 
city vV 
eiean 
climb 
. clothes 
coat 
cock-a-
doodle-doo 
cold 
couldn't 
cried 
crow 
cry 
cut 
deep 
didn't 
dig 
drop 
each 
early 
earth 
elephant 
enough 
ever 
eye 
fall 
far 
fence 
field 
fire 
fish 
flew 
floor 
fool 
forget 
fox 
front 
full 
game 
garden 
gave 
goat 
gone 
goose 
got 
grass 
ground-
hog 
grow 
0 .w 1\ 1 ..:!.A .r.."' 1e.. .Jc.. con • . ···H'co·m · R..., • n...-.·o (·L ·-·v L·. I ) t 
;1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .9 1011121314151617181920 
v 
·v 
.... V' 
v 
v 
...-v-
.... 
..... . .... 
..,...., v 
v 
............. 
................. 
V" 
v 
vv v "" .... 
......... "" ......... 
vv ....... 
vv -
........ 
vV" 
"" ..... 
~ 
-... 
v 
-
Legend 
1. Brave Cowboy BilJ 
2. Guess Who Lives 
Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown 
Bear 
5. Katie,the Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
8. The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
10. The Happy Man 
and His Dump 
Truck 
11. Alice In Wonder-
land(Meets The 
White Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, The 
Tugboat 
13. A Year on the 
Farm 
14. Five Little 
Firemen 
15. Bobby and His 
Airplanes 
16. Tootle 
17. The Little 
Trapper 
18. Donald Duck's 
Adventure 
19. What lim I? 
20. Ukelele and Her 
Doll • 
...... '-
SEQOND,R3ADER ·vOCABULARY (LI~VEL I} c.ont. r;3. 
56 7 8 9 10111213141516171 81 920 
Legend 
11 2 3 4 
' . 
hair v ........ ...,..., 1. Brave Cowboy 
halloween Bill 
hand t/ v"' ...... ,_.... ......... 2. Guess Who Lives 
hand- ..,... v Here 
kerchief 3. The Saggy Baggy 
ha t v V" v v v Elephant hear 
" 
v' t/ v v- v 4. The Big Brown 
herself v Bear 
hide v V' v 5. Katie,the Kitten 
high ./ vv V' ......... 6. Busy Timmy 
himself v VV' v vvv 7. Howdy Doody's 
hole v V'" VV'" V"' Circus 
honey ..1 v 8 . The Three Bears 
honk 9. When I Grow Up 
hot vv Vv v 10. The Happy Man huff and His D~p 
hungry v v v V' Truck 
hurried ..,... 11 • .Alice in Wonder-
if vv land (Meets The 
I'll V' Vv White Rabbit) 
I 'm v V" v ..... v ....... 12. Scuffy,The 
Joe Tugboat 
John 13 • . A Year on the 
Johnny Farm 
jol l y V" 14. Five Little 
v Firemen ' keep v v v 
kind v' ~ ...... v y v 15. Bobby and His 
knew v ....... .Airplanes 
l arge v v V"' 16. Tottle 
l a te V-./ 17. The Little 
leaves ,/ v vv v Tr apper 
letter 
.../ V' V' v 1 8 . Donald Duck 's 
light v .Adventure 
line v V" ..... v' 19. What Am I'? 
lion v V' v' V" 20. Ukelele and Her 
long ,/ v v v ........ vvvvv vv- v Doll. 
lot v V" v i? V '-""' VV"' 
minute 
miss 
• 
money V' 
more t/ v vv v ........ ..,., 
mouse 
"" 
v v ........ 
move v V'v' ....... 
much v 
near v e/ vv 
neighbor 
never 
nice 
noise 
nose 
o'clock 
off 
often 
pa.ra@e 
park 
pay 
people 
pick 
pie 
pile · 
place 
plant 
pleasant 
porridge 
pot 
potato 
potatoes 
pull 
quick 
rake 
ready 
right 
roll 
Saturday 
scare 
second 
seed 
seen 
snook 
short 
shout 
shovel 
show 
side 
sign 
silly 
sister 
sit 
six 
slow 
small 
smell 
· .. 
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Legend 
vv vv-v v vv 
v . v' v v v vvv....... v 
1. Brave Cowboy 
Bill 
v 
.,/ 
v vv 
v v' v 
v' 
VVv 
\1 
v' 
vv 
v 
vv 
v vvv 
vvvv v 
v 
v 
Vv' VV' V' V" 
v· 
v vv ...... 
·v v 
2. GuessWho Lives 
Here ', 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown 
Bear 
5. Kat1e,tbe Kitten 
6. BU» Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's 
v 8. 
9. 
10. 
Circus 
The Three Bears 
When I Grow Up 
The Happy Man 
and His Dump 
Truck 
11. Alice In Wonder-
land (Meets The 
White Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, The 
Tugboat 
13. .A Year on the 
Farm 
14. Five Little 
Firemen 
15. Bobby and His 
.Airplanes 
16. Tootle 
17. The Little 
Trapper 
18. Donald Duck's 
.Adventure 
19. What Am I? 
20. Ukelele and Her 
Doll. 
lj-
smCOND ~EADER VOCABULA~Y tD.EVEL IQ cone. t.5: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314151617181920 Legend 
sniff V"V" l. Brave Cowboy 
soft \1 v v V' V' v' Bill 
sorry 2. Guess Who Lives 
spring vv v Here 
stand v v" v V'V v-v 3. The Saggy Baggy 
start v v' vVVvv v Elephant 
stay v v v 4. The Big Brown 
stick v v v v v Bear 
sting 5. Katie, the 
straw. Kitten 
string v' 6. Busy Timmy 
sun v" vv v v v 7. Howdy Doody's telephone v Circus . 
tell v v v vv V' ....... 8. The Three Bears 
ten v v' v 9. When I Grow Up than v VV' \..-"" 10. The Happy Man 
their v .......- vv vvvv"". v and His Dump 
third v Truck 
those v vv v oJ v 11. .Alice in Wonder-
ting-a- land (Meets The 
ling White Rabbit) 
tired V' 
"" 
V"v 12. Scuffy, The 
today vv v vv Tugboat 
together V"V' V' v · V"" v 13. A. Year on the 
told v v ...... Farm 
tomorrow v 14. Five L;I. ttle 
top v vv v Firemen 
train 
"" "' 
vV 15. Bobby and His 
trick v v .Airplanes 
tried v vv \1· v Vvv 16. Tootle 
try v 
"" 
vv v v 17. The Little 
turn v' v vvv"'vv v Trapper 
uncle v 18. Donald Duck's 
until v v v vvv v .Ad venture 
use v 19. Wha t .Am I? 
visit v: v 20. Ukelele and Her 
watch v vv vv v~ Doll. 
water VV"' ..................... vv v-
wiggle 
window v v vvv ......... 
winter vv v 
wolf 
wonderful v v 
won't vV v 
wood v v vvv v .......... a..-
wouldn't v v 
Zeke 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314151617181920 Legend I 
. . . ' 1 . above ./ Brave Cowboy 
afternoon v ........ Bill 
ago 2. Guess Who Lives 
almost v V" vv v v' Here 
alone v v v 3. The Saggy Baggy 
angry Elephant 
answer 4. The Big Brown 
apron v Bear 
arm V' . ..,.. 5. Katie, the 
aunt V' I Kitten 
babies v ....... 6. Busy Timmy bad v . v 7 • Howdy Doodyts 
bag vv v Circus 
baking 8. The Three Bears 
bank ,/v V" VVV' v 9. When I Grow Up bark 
• 
V" 10 • The Happy Man 
became v and His Dump 
bed 
-.vv v . v v vvv V'"y Truck 
been vv vVV y-v 11. .Alice in Wonder-believe v v land (Meets The beside v v v vv White Rabbit) 
Betty 12. Scuffy, The 
bite v Tugboat 
board 
·v 13. .A Year on the 
bought v' Farm 
box v 14. Five Little 
boxes v Firemen branch v" v 15. Bobby and His 
branches v .Airplanes 
bread v 16. Tootle 
bridge v 17. The Little 
bright v' vvv Trapper 
bring v v 18. Donald Duck's 
bug Adventure 
bumpety 19. What .Am I? butter v v 20. Ukelele and Her 
cap v v v Doll. 
carried 
carry vvv v v 
cart 
caught v V' V' 
chair v v v v v 
change v v v 
chatter 
clock v v 
clown v 
colder 
cool 
corner 
count 
cover 
crack 
cream 
cries 
dance 
dancing 
David 
detour 
dime 
ding-dong 
does 
doesn't 
done 
dress 
drink 
drive 
dropped 
dust 
ear 
earn 
Easter 
easy 
else 
end 
engine 
errand 
even 
everybody 
excite 
face 
fairy 
farmer 
feather 
few 
fiddle 
fill 
fix 
flour 
flower 
follow 
foot 
forest 
forgot 
forth 
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v y 
"' 
.,. 
Y · yV 
I/' 
v 
~ y 
,.... 
v v 
v 
Legend 
1. Brave Cowboy 
Bill 
2. Guess Who Lives 
Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brovm 
Bear 
5. Katie, the Ki tteJ 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
8. The Three 
Bears 
9. 
10. 
When I Grow Up 
The Happy Man 
and His Dump 
Truck 
11. Alice In Wonder-
land (Meets The 
White Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, The 
· Tugboat 
l3 • . A Year on the 
Farm 
14. Five Little Fire• 
men 
15. Bobby and His 
.Airplanes 
16. Tootle 
17. The Little 
Trapper 
18. Donald Duck 1s 
Adventure 
19. wnat .Am I? 
20. Ukelele and Her 
Doll. 
.. .. . 
.JWOND READ3R VOCABULARY (LEVEL 2) c ont .• . 
I . 
friendly 
gate 
gay 
geese 
getting 
gobble 
goes 
great 
grew 
groceries 
grocery 
gruff 
grunt 
ha 
hadn't 
hammer 
happen 
hard 
harder 
hardly 
haven't 
having 
heard 
heavy 
helper 
hiding 
hillside 
hippety 
hive 
hoe 
hope 
hopped 
b.orn 
hotter 
hung 
hurt 
ice 
inside 
it's 
I've jay joke 
kept 
kitchen 
kitty 
knock 
lay 
lazy 
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I V V 
v' 
v 
v' 
vv 
v 
v 
Vv 
vv 
v 
v 
vvv 
yv'VV 
v 
v 
v v v 
v V Vv v 
vv v v VvvV 
v vvv 
v v 
v v 
v v V"' 
vv v v V"' 
v v 
v 
v 
y vv vv 
vv ... 
v 
v 
vvv' 
vvvvv ........ 
v vv 
v 
v vv 
v 
v 
v vv vv 
Legend 
1. Brave Cowboy Bill 
2. Guess Who Lives 
Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown Bear 
5. Katie, the Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
8. The Thr ee Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
10. The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck 
11. Alice in Wonder-
land (Meets The 
Whtte Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, The Tug-
boat 
13. .A Year on t he Farm 
14. Five Little 
Firemen 
15. Bobby and His 
Airplanes 
16. Tootle 
17. The Little 
Trapper 
18.Donald Duck's 
.Adventure 
19. What .Am I? 
20. Ukelele and Her 
Doll. 
' ' 
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Legend 
learn 
lef't 
leg 
lif't 
listen 
living 
longer 
longest 
loud 
louder 
loudest 
lunch 
machine 
magic 
maple 
matter 
means 
meet 
men 
middle 
might 
I 
Molly 
most 
mouth 
moving 
myself 
neck 
need 
nickel 
noon 
oak 
only 
outside 
oven 
paid 
v 
v 
v 
v v 
v 
pan v 
paper 
part V 
past v V 
path vv 
pen 
Penny 
perhaps 
picture 
pin 
y 
v 
v 
v v 
v v -
v 
v v v 
v 
v 
v 
vv..... v 
v 
¥ 
v 
v 
vv v 
v v v 
v v 
v 
1. Brave Cowboy Bill 
2. Guess Who Lives 
Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
I Elephant 
4 • . The Big Brown Bea 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Katie, the Kitten 
Busy Timmy 
Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
8. The Tbr ee Bears 
.9. When I Grow Up 
lO.The Happy Man and 
His Dump .Truck 
ll • .Alice in Wonder-
land(Meets The 
White Rabbit) 
12.Scuffy, The 
Tugboat 
V 13 •. A. Year on the Farm 
14•Five Little 
Firemen 
15.Bobby and His 
Airplanes 
16.Tootle 
17. The Little 
v Tr apper 
18•Donald Duck's 
Adventure 
19. What .A.m I? 
20. Ukelele and Her 
Doll. 
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Legend 
{ ]. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9_10~1213141Jl6-1'7181920 ' 
pink 1. Brave Cowboy Bill 
plenty v v 2. Guess Whq Lives 
point V' v Here 
policemen / v v 3. The Saggy Baggy 
pond v Elephant 
pooh v v v · 4. The Big Brown 
' poor 
-1 v v Bear 
proud v 5. Katie,the K~tten 
pumpkin v 6. Busy Timmy 
queer v 7. Howdy Doody's 
quickly v v Circus 
quiet v v vv 8. The Three Bears 
quit 9. When I Grow Up 
reach vv vv vv 10. The Happy Man and 
real v v vv v His Dump Truck 
r eally v \IV vv 11. Alice in Wonder-
remember v land(Meets The 
rest v v White Rabbit) 
riding v v .12. Scuffy, The 
river \1 vv V" v Tugboat 
roar vv v vv vv 13. A Year. on the Farm 
roller v 14. ,Five Little 
roof v v v Firemen 
rope v v 15. Bobby and His 
rose v v V' .A.irplanes 
rub v v v 16. Tootle 
sad v 17. The Little 
Sam · Trapper 
same 18. Donald Duck's 
sand v v v .A.dventure 
Sandy 19. What .A.m I? 
save v vv 20. Ukelele and Her 
scream Doll. 
scrub 
v seem v 
sell v 
shall 
sheep v 
shoe v' 
shorter 
should v v v v v v 
shut 
since 
sing vv 
skate 
skip 
v slid V' 
slide 
sliding 
slowly 
sly 
smaller 
smart 
smile 
smiling 
sound 
squawk 
squeak 
squeal 
stairs 
stamps 
star 
station 
step 
still 
stood 
store-
keeper 
straight 
strange 
strong 
sue b. 
sudden 
~udd.enly 
summer 
supper 
sure 
surely 
table 
taking 
tall 
tap 
taste 
terrible 
that's 
these 
thresh 
tiny 
Tommy's 
tonight 
touch 
te>ward 
trap 
trip 
troll 
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Legend 
' v 
v-· 
v' 
v v 
vv 
v' 
v v' 
v 
v' 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
V . v v l. Brave Cowboy Bill 
v 
vvv 
vv 
v 
v 
v v v 
r/VvvVvv 
v 
vv 
v 
vvv v 
2. Guess Who Lives 
Here 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown 
Bear 
5. Katie, the Kitten 
6. Busy Tinnny 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
8. The Three Bears 
9. When I Grow Up 
10. 
11. 
The Ha ppy Man and 
His Dump Truck 
Alice in Wonder-
land (Meets The 
White Rabbit) 
12. Scuffy, The 
Tugboat 
13. A Year on tb.e 
Farm 
14. Five Little 
Firemen 
15. Bobby and His 
Airplanes 
V 16. Tootle 
vvv tl 
vvv vv 
vvvv 
v 
v 
17. The Little 
v Trapper 
18. Donald Duck's 
.Adventure 
V 19. What .Am I? 
v 
20. Ukelele and Her 
Doll. 
. I 
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Legend 
trot 
truck 
turtle 
tweet 
1 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314151617181920 
v v J.. Brave Cowboy Bill 
2. Guess Who Lives 
Here 
ugly 
upside 
village 
vine 
voice 
waddle 
wag 
wagged 
warm 
wash 
wasn't 
wave 
weather 
weed 
week 
· wet 
what's 
wheat 
while 
whisper 
whole 
wide 
wife 
wild 
wing 
wise 
wonder 
woodpecker 
word 
wren 
write 
year 
yesterday 
yet 
you'll 
young 
yourself 
v' 
v 
-v 
y' 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
.; 
v 
v 
v 
3. The Saggy Baggy 
Elephant 
4. The Big Brown 
Bear 
5. Katie, the Kitten 
6. Busy Timmy 
7. Howdy Doody's 
Circus 
8. 
v 9. 
v v V"' 10. 
11. 
12. 
The Three Bears 
When I Grow Up 
The Happy Man and 
His Dump Truck 
.Alice in Wonder-
land (Meets The 
White Rabbit) 
Scuffy, The 
Tugboat 
13 • . A Year on the 
Farm 
vv-- 14. Five Little 
Firemen 
vv-' 
v 
v 
·v 
v'V 
15. Bobby and His 
.Airplanes 
16. Tootle 
1?. The Little 
Trapper 
18. Donald Duck's 
Adventure 
19. What .Am I? 
20. Ukelele and Her 
· Doll. 
